The visual abstraction procedure used in previous studies of declination was tested using 12 subjects who each fit the Fo contours of 19 spoken short simple sentences with baselines. These baselines were found to be poorly replicated by the fitters. An objective all-points least-squares best-fit procedure was tested on this corpus and on a set of sentences that had been produced in both spontaneous and read speech by six speakers. The all-points linear regression line was a better descriptor of the Fo contours than either baselines or toplines. Declination did not always occur in these simple declarative sentences; there was more variation present in the Fo contours of sentences that had been uttered during spontaneous speech; 35% of the spontaneous sentences did not show declination; 45% of these sentences better fit the breath-group model. Their Fo contours could be described by a level all-points linear regression line followed by a falling terminal segment.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a number of studies like those of Maeda (1976}, Pierrehumbert (1979}, and Cooper and Sorenson {1981} have proposed that the fundamental frequency contours of isolated sentences and sentences in connected speech can be described in terms of global declination lines. The total Fo contour is characterized in terms of a line that extends across the total sentence or a major constituent. Global "baselines" or "toplines" are constructed to approximate the trend in time of either the valleys or the peaks of Fo in a linear relationship that has a negative slope, i.e., AFo/A t < O, where Fo is the change in Fo over the duration At of a sentence. Furthermore, the falling declination lines are proposed as the salient acoustic cues that listeners use to segment the flow of speech into sentences or to mark out the utterances' constituent {grammatical} structure. Declination theories thus claim that baselines or toplines that gradually fall throughout the course of a sentence describe linguistically salient aspects of the Fo contour. These claims differ from those of earlier studies like those of Armstrong and Ward (1926}, Trager and Smith {1951}, and Lieberman (1967}, which claim that the Fo contour of a sentence consists of two parts: a nonterminal part, and a terminal part, that have different slopes. Lieberman (1967} accounted for the twopart contours via a breath-group theory of intonation. Testing these competing theories involves, among other things, determining which metric {baselines, toplines, or lines which characterize the nonterminal portion of a breath group} best describes the fundamental frequency contours that actually occur in the production of speech.
The technique that has been used to determine the descripfive adequacy of many of these competing theories is essentially subjective, involving the visual inspection of an F o contour. For this reason, Maeda (1976} introduced a "visual abstraction" procedure in which baselines drawn through the valleys of a plot of Fo were estimated by eye. Such a procedure is present or implicit in subsequent theories involving declination (e.g., Vaissiere, 1974 The visual abstraction procedure introduced by Maeda { 1976} explicitly or implicitly structures much of the discussion concerning the descriptive adequacy of both baseline and topline declination theories. Maeda fitted straight lines to the Fo valleys by visual abstraction. A necessary preliminary to determining whether such baselines are "better" descriptors of the Fo contour than toplines or breath groups involves testing whether baseline slope data obtained by different researchers are rep!•icable. If the visual abstraction procedure were to yield consistent results when used by different researchers examining the same sentences, one could then use this procedure to determine which theories make the best predictions.
A. Procedure
A total of 80 min of the spontaneous speech of seven adult, native speakers of American English (general American dialect} was recorded. Five of these speakers were students at Brown University who were recorded as a group during a dinner conversation. The other two speakers were members of the faculty who were recorded while they lee-tured to their classes. The recordings were transcribed and complete sentences were extracted from the transcriptions. These complete sentences were then embedded in texts that were either identical, or contextually similar to, the original surrounding speech. The text that each speaker had produced was presented to each of the seven speakers in individual reading sessions that were held at least 23 days after the spontaneous speech was recorded. Each of the speakers thus read aloud the text containing his original spontaneous sentences. Each transcribed sentence and its surrounding text were read twice by each speaker. The speakers were simply asked to read the passages; there was no coaching or interaction on the part of the investigators, no provision of examples of how the sentences should be read.
All the recordings were made using a Nagra type 4.2 tape recorder and a Shure model SMS1 condenser microphone. Short, unemphatic, simple declarative sentences were used because the declination theory predicts that these will have a declining baseline. Only 19 short, simple, declararive sentences were present in the corpus of 2396 complete sentences extracted from the 80 rain of spontaneous speech initially recorded. Each simple, declarative sentence conrained only one independent clause, was nonemphatic, and was under 23.5 s in length. They are listed in Table I . The final corpus consisted of 57 sentences (19 spontaneous, 19 first reading, and 19 second reading).
Fo contours were derived for the total corpus of 57 sentences using a computer system adapted for speech analysis and a pitch extraction algorithm that uses an autocorrelation procedure. The sentences were initially converted to digital signals at a rate of l0 000 samples per second using 10-bit quantization on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 1 l/ 34 computer. The computed Fo contours were each visually "checked" by comparing them with the speech waveform. This was done to guard against the inclusion of erroneous data points at half or double the actual Fo. The Fo contours were then converted to hard-copy output and were xeroxed. Nineteen of these plots (the first reading of each sentence) were presented to seven naive subjects who volunteered to 
B. Results and discussion
The slopes of the baselines that the subjects fit to the Fo plots were calculated ( 19 sentences X 12 subjects = 228 baselines total}. The uncertainty with regard to the slope of these calculations is in the order of 5 Hz/s. This uncertainty follows from the resolution of the frequency and time measurements on the graphs. The calculated slopes are presented in Table II as a matrix for each sentence and subject, and, in Table III , as a matrix for each sentence and experimenter. Standard deviations were calculated for the slopes of each sentence for the group of experimenters and naive subjects, respectively. Note that roughly half of the naive subjects, despite instructions to the contrary, fit three of the sentences with baselines that did not show any declination. Since Maeda {1976} and other declination studies do not take into account sentences with nondeclining baselines, sentences 2, 12, and 15 were excluded from calculations of group standard deviation.
Both the subjects (who had no previous background in speech research or linguistic analysis} and the researchers showed great variation in the slopes of the baselines that they fit to particular Fo contours. The standard deviation of the naive subjects (18 Hz/s) is larger than that of the experimenters (12 Hz/s}. Neither group produces suitably replicable results using this procedure. that were drawn by all the subjects and experimenters for two of the sentences. The variation in slope of the baselines drawn by different subjects illustrated in Fig. 3 We randomly selected a subset of 15 sentences from our corpus for use in a comparison of bottomline, topline, and all-points linearity. These sentences included five that were drawn from the Corpus of spontaneous utterances, five from the first readings of these same sentences, and five from the second readings of these same sentences. For each sentence, we derived the "best fit" baselines for the valleys, "best fit" toplines for the local peaks, and "best fit" all-points lines for the entire Fo contour. We also computed the Figure 4 shows a sentence that was fit using the linear regression procedure with an all-points line (A), a baseline (B), and a topline (T). A sample peak and valley, determined using the above criteria, are indicated.
We randomly selected five spontaneous and the ten corresponding read sentences from our total corpus and compared the degree to which the local valleys of the F o plots could be fit by linear "bottomlines," peaks by linear "toplines,'" and the entire F o contour by an all-points linear regression line. Table IV lists The first level of descriptive adequacy that a theory must meet is whether the phenomena that it proposes are physically present. We, therefore, used the all-points leastsquares fit procedure to see how well Fo contours could be described when they were divided into a terminal and nonterminal phase following the breath-group theory, versus how well they could be described using overall declination.
The basic prediction of the breath-group theory {Lie-berman, 1967} for unemphatic, simple declarative sentences is that these sentences will usually have intonation contours that consist of a nonterminal contour that does not have to show any declination, followed by a terminal that shows strong declination. The terminal is, in other words, independent of the rest of the Fo contour with respect to slope and always falls. For the breath-group theory to hold for spontaneous speech, there should be a diminution of declination, i.e., a noticeable increase in the mean slope and slope standard deviation for sentences in which a terminal portion has been removed. The linear fit of the all-points lines to the Fo contours provides the basis for objective comparison of the difference in declination between spontaneous and read speech. We, therefore, grouped and compared the slopes of the all-points linear regression lines according to whether they were derived from spontaneous or read speech samples. Mean slope and slope standard deviations were calculated for these two groupings.
III. EXPERIMENT
Our test of whether the terminal is independent of the nonterminal portion of the contour was fairly simple; we derived the nonterminal Fo contour of each utterance in our corpus by simply removing the last 150 ms of the Fo data points. A more precise test would involve determining the duration of the terminal, which varies from speaker to speaker {Atkinson, 1973}. Mean slope and slope standard deviations were calculated for nonterminal contours in both read and spontaneous conditions. Thus a four-way comparison of read/spontaneous and terminal/nonterminal contours was undertaken.
B. Results
The results of these analyses are as follows: (a) There is a greater degree of variation in slope present in spontaneous than in read speech. The standard deviation for the spontaneous sentences was approximately 50 Hz/s; that of the read sentences was 24 Hz/s. The histogram shown in Fig. 6 (Maeda, 1976; Poser, 1983) . Although such techniques do allow for a greater degree of control over variation, they run the risk of being circular, first assuming that a type of intonation "competence" exists and then adducing Fo data as proof for it. The data that we have discussed show that a great deal of variability exists; however, one characterizes the overall Fo contour. Techniques that limit this variability are inherently suspect and may lead to inappropriate correlations between linguistic constructs and putative Fo "cues" that would be lost in the pattern of Fo variation typical of normal read or spontaneous speech.
The data are also not consistent with the strong claims of theories like Pierrehumbert (1979) and Maeda (1976) which state that declination is a linguistic universal. The data further suggest that read speech may not be the most appropriate material on which to base or test theories for the linguistic functions of intonation. Both breath-group and declination theories have as their focus the role of Fo contours in segmenting the flow of speech into syntactic groupings. Both theories claim that the Fo contour contains cues that most often delimit stretches of speech that approximate well-formed sentences. It would appear to be appropriate to test these theories on samples of spontaneous speech, since these theories attempt to account for how human beings actually derive the syntactic structure of utterances. Reading is a comparatively recent invention in human history; moreover, most human communication is spontaneous, not read from text.
The data of experiment 3 show that sentences derived from spontaneous speech do not show as consistent a pattern of declination as do similar sentences read by the same speakers. It is evident from the data for spontaneous speech that terminals are generally falling for simple declarative sentences, and that the nonterminal part of the Fo contours have less declination than do those derived from read speech. This is consistent with the claims of the breath-group theory.
It is also germane to note that the data demonstrate that neither declination nor breath-group theories of intonation adequately describe all of the sentences of the corpus. This is consistent with the results of previous studies (Armstrong and Ward, 1926; Lieberman and Tseng, 1981; Tseng, 1981) that took account of sentences derived from spontaneous speech.
IV. CONCLUDING SUMMARY
The experiments show that data on the slopes of Fo contours derived by means of the visual abstraction procedure, previously used in studies of declination, have too little reliability. It is further demonstrated that an "all-points" line derived by means of a quantitative best-fit least-squares error criterion is a better descriptor of sentence Fo contours in speech than either bottom-or top-line declination models. Analyses of similar sentences drawn from spontaneous and read speech uttered by the same speaker, using the all-points model, show differences between the read and spontaneous conditions. There is more variation present in spontaneous speech; the slopes of the F o contours derived from spontaneous speech tend to depart from the declination model more often than is the case with Fo contours derived from read sentences. The F o contours derived from spontaneous speech fit the breath-group model of intonation better than those derived from read material.
The strong claims of declination theories, i.e., that are downwards slope of the F o contour is a necessary and universal acoustic cue that segments the flow of speech into sentences, are not consistent with the data, particularly the material derived from spontaneous speech. The F o plots, in particular those derived from spontaneous speech, show that neither falling F o terminals of the breath-group theory nor global, sentence-long declinations are always present. Human listeners can apparently determine the syntactic structure of speech in the absence of specific intonational cues, using their general knowledge of the lexicon, morphology, and syntax of English. Similar results have been noted for Mandarin Chinese (Tseng, 1981) , and probably are characteristic for all human languages and speakers. The data show that F o cues are often present that are in accord with the predictions of various theories of intonation. The data, however, argue for further studies that analyze Fo contours derived from spontaneous, as well as read speech, using objective, replicable metrics like all-points' linear regression lines.
